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The Coming Crisis in Appointing
Art. 81 Guardians

Article 81 of the Mental Hygiene
Law allows courts to appoint guardians for those people who, after a hearing and the presentation of clear and
convincing evidence, have been found
to be incapacitated and are unable
to manage their personal needs and/
or property. Under this statute, an
incapacitated person is defined as one
who cannot appreciate the nature and
consequences of their functional limitations such that the person cannot
manage their needs and may suffer
harm if a guardian is not appointed on
their behalf.
Guardianship is a special proceeding that is commenced with the filing
a verified petition and the signing of
an order to show cause. The petition
must allege the basis for the belief
that the alleged incapacitated person
(the “AIP”) is in need of a guardian.
When signing the order to show cause,
the court immediately appoints a court
evaluator who interviews the interested parties as well as the AIP, if the
parties are willing. The court evaluator then submits a report to the court
that details the evaluator’s findings
and includes a recommendation as to
whether a guardian is needed, as well
as who is best suited to act as guardian.
The court has several pools of guard-
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ians from which to draw. Preferably,
a family member or close friend of the
AIP will be available, willing and able.
If no one known to the AIP is available
to be the guardian, the court may either
appoint an individual who has qualified
as an Office of Court Administration
Part 36 eligible appointee, or a notfor-profit agency contracted for by the
Nassau County Department of Social
Services.
However, many AIPs are
presented to the court without a family
member or friend to serve and, for a
host of reasons, the availability of Part
36 appointees and not-for-profit agencies is rapidly diminishing as viable
alternatives for the court. Herein lies
the problem.

In order to address the coming crisis,
we must first identify the populations
at risk. AIPs that have available family or friends to serve as guardians
typically will be taken care of by that
person as guardian. Likewise, for
those AIPs with substantial assets,
the judiciary generally does not have
a problem finding a Part 36 appointee
to serve as guardian. Where there is a
payment source, there is a willingness
to serve. Increasingly, however, the
court is presented with AIPs who have
modest savings and income. These
AIPs are at risk of not having a qualified guardian to protect their interests.
The at-risk population will typically
fall within two general categories: (1)
community-based AIPs — those living
in their home or returning to their
home from a hospital or other institution; and (2) institutionalized AIPs —
those living in nursing homes. Each
population presents its own problems.
Turning first to at-risk community-based AIPs, the courts face a
number of challenges. While Nassau
County does offer a “public guardian” program run under the auspices
of the Department of Social Services’
Adult Protective Services Division
that contracts out guardianship work
to not-for-profit agencies, this program has limitations. First, funding

for this program limits the number
of appointments permitted within a
year. Further, it is only available for
community-based individuals deemed
to be Nassau County residents and it
will not provide services to individuals found within Nassau County that
may have resided elsewhere prior to
the onset of incapacity. Compounding
these limitations, Nassau County has
recently lost a major not-for-profit
guardianship program that had been
available for appointment outside of
the public guardian program with
the closing of Family & Children’s
Associations. Finally, Part 36 appointees are not eager to accept these
community-based appointments where
there is little potential for payment
and the very real time commitment
presented by the demands of managing
a person’s medical and financial needs.
Finding a guardian for a community-based AIP is difficult, but finding
one for an institutionalized AIP is an
even greater challenge. As we’ve said,
those living in nursing homes or longterm care institutions do not qualify
for Nassau County’s public guardianship program. Further, institutionalized AIPs are often Medicaid recipients
whose income must be remitted to the
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nursing home each month as a Net
Available Monthly Income (“NAMI”)
obligation. However, for those with
only Social Security income, Medicaid
regulations do not allow for payment
for a guardian’s services from Social
Security. Part 36 appointees increasingly turn down these appointments
when it is clear that in all likelihood
there will not be funds available to pay
the guardian a monthly or annual fee.
These constraints on the availability
of guardians pose a real problem for
the judiciary. There is no available
person or entity willing to serve, yet
the statute makes it clear that the person, if found incapacitated, must have
a guardian appointed on their behalf.
With limited government funding
available at the present time, this
problem will not be solved without community involvement. Judge Diamond,
along with Moriah Adamo, Esq. and
the NCBA Elder Law Social Services
& Health Advocacy Committee have
formed a “Guardianship Task Force”
dedicated to addressing this impending
crisis. The Task Force is addressing
these issues in a variety of ways including researching public funding options
and providing resources for individuals
to equip themselves to serve as guardian. Among the sub-committee’s initiatives is a community outreach program that will seek those civic-minded
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individuals who are willing to serve as
guardian for those at risk.
What will be specifically involved?
Generally, a guardian qualified under
the Part 36 list must care for the
personal needs and finances of incapacitated individuals in accordance
with the court’s order of appointment.
The guardian’s role as personal needs
guardian would be to see their ward
once a month and make sure that
they are being cared for appropriately. A financial management guardian
has a fiduciary obligation to use their
ward’s income and assets for the ward’s
maintenance. A financial management
guardian may also need to apply for
and maximize their ward’s Medicaid
benefits. Every year the guardian
must file a report describing the guardian’s activity through the previous year
and the general condition of their ward.
If you are a young lawyer or someone
who wants to experience guardianship
law first hand, we ask that you consider taking an assignment as guardian
and joining the Guardianship Task
Force. For more information, please
contact Moriah Adamo at madamo@
abramslaw.com.
Hon. Arthur M. Diamond is a Supreme
Court Justice in Mineola. He welcomes evidence questions & comments and can be
reached at adiamond@nycourts.gov. Moriah
Adamo, partner with Abrams, Fensterman,
Fensterman, Eisman, Formato, Ferrara &
Wolf LLP in Lake Success, represents both
medical providers and individuals in Article
81 Guardianship proceedings.

